Lowry, Taussch Speak at Alumni Gatherings

By ROBERT TAYLOR

Frank Loom, former president of Wooster College, was a guest speaker at the alumnic reunion at Wooster College on Saturday. He addressed the topic of "The College of Wooster 1900-1950," and spoke on the campus of Wooster College, Dec. 11. The president of Wooster College, Dr. Franklin D. Schmida, introduced Mr. Loom. The program was well attended, and a large number of Wooster alumni were present. Mr. Loom was greatly admired by the audience.
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Christmas Tree Decorates Oval

Everyone Helps

"The cards with bells in it..."

-- In the Oval on the campus of Wooster College, a Christmas tree has been installed.

Everyone helps in the Oval on the campus of Wooster College, a Christmas tree has been installed. The tree is decorated with ornaments and lights. The students and faculty members are working together to decorate the tree. The tree is placed in the Oval on the campus of Wooster College, Dec. 11.
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HARRY FLOREN

Wooster in-India Needs Man; Deadline Is Dec. 13

The Indian government has announced that it needs an exchange student for its universities. The student will be selected from American universities and will be assigned to the University of Mumbai. The student will be expected to spend one year in India, and will work on a research project. The student will be housed in a university dormitory, and will be provided with a stipend.
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Constructive Force

Student government is being put to the test in many instances this year. The problem at hand is that of achieving the goals of the student body. The student body has been challenged not only on the basis of their enforcement but also on the basis of their self-evaluation. We realize that it is difficult to right a quarter's make-up of just the intercollegiate government. We believe a spade can be etched among the many facets of the N.S.C.R.O. given you something more than just new ideas. In the next two weeks, we shall be asking you what you want in their direction, which will be considered in the next general meeting of the student government. We shall be a constructive force instead of a constructive force.

FRANK H. Wicientz

Assistant President

Judicial President

Cooperation vs. Competition.

The basis for American economy exists as a system of free enterprise. Under competition, the relationship between the consumer and the producer is a dynamic one. The consumer himself is a large entity in bringing greater productivity to the producer in order to assure the needs of the consumer. The forces behind the spirit of a competitive economy are premises that are thought out and lived by the people themselves, who are not the least untoward, not the least cowed in existence. We forget the kitemaker that was so many more years ago than in a free society. Competition between the nation's share of goods, machines and ideas, which were once the sources of wealth, are now a source of unification itself. Today as we are working more as the core of our society, the consumer's role in creating a better nation is seen.

Today in America as well as across the world, we are confronted with the same political and economic problem, a lack of cooperation and a misunderstanding between national governments — we must realize that the whole society is a whole.

Competitor for world market is said to treble three years ago. Today competitive economies systems tend to a mutual dedication of nations. For a nation which carries itself with a free idea, the international economic system is seen as a system of cooperation which is the one responsible for the economic growth and increasing economic standards. In a system of cooperation is an economy that gives the power to supply their own needs and to take upon themselves the responsibility of the ones they know. It is a system that is to be welcomed with the people and exists for the greater good of the people on the freedom of democracy. — Dick Pfeiffer

Wall Flower? Use ABC Method

Are you a wallflower? Are you not at dressing up in your wardrobe? You like to be out going and get the most of the social party? Are you doing your best to get yourself in a society ready for a good time. The funfair, games, etc. are all part of the social parties. To go out and have fun and get some enjoyment out of your own party.

And here's the game. The roof that is it you've got to be the party's, you've got to fashion your own face. Use a little face live and you're in. To be out going and get the most of the social party. To go out and have fun and get some enjoyment out of your own party. To go out in a different dress, or a different hair style, or use a different color, or use a different form of makeup, or use a different form of outfit. To use a different form of makeup, or use a different form of outfit. To use a different form of makeup, or use a different form of outfit.

Here's the game, the roof that is it you've got to be the party's, you've got to fashion your own face. Use a little face live and you're in. To be out going and get the most of the social party. To go out and have fun and get some enjoyment out of your own party. To go out in a different dress, or a different hair style, or use a different color, or use a different form of makeup, or use a different form of outfit. To use a different form of makeup, or use a different form of outfit.

What to Cut

December 10—20

Here's a Rose As Writers See It

Season's First Concert

By Bob JUNOT

Don't Quote Me — But By BETTY JOSEPH, EDITOR

Here's the scoop! A little high tide through the most populous city of our land — "What's on?" "Where's at?" "What's in?"

If you're from Wheaton — then you have to do now! — Bill Wyman. Ninety-five per cent of the women in college are beautiful, the other 5 per cent are women to "Wheaton." Of all the questions, the color, I get this don't want to talk to the person to whom you are going. "Wheaton Women"" — or the most of them beautiful, are much loved. And the "Wheaton Women" — or the most of them beautiful, are much loved.

"Wheaton Women" — or the most of them beautiful, are much loved. And the "Wheaton Women" — or the most of them beautiful, are much loved.

"Wheaton Women" — or the most of them beautiful, are much loved. And the "Wheaton Women" — or the most of them beautiful, are much loved.

Nothing's wrong with them, as far as I can see. They are good girls. And the "Wheaton Women" — or the most of them beautiful, are much loved. Nothing's wrong with them, as far as I can see. They are good girls. And the "Wheaton Women" — or the most of them beautiful, are much loved.
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Wooster Defeats Kent Jr.'s, 90-34
In Practice Game

The luebirds and gold balls were the outstanding features of the game between the Kent State University seniors and juniors (juniors) and the home team (luebirds). The game was played with great heart and determination. The Kent team was led by seniors from the University who have distinguished themselves in the arena of basketball. The Orange's victories were due in large part to the brilliant play of the luebird team, which included forwards Frank McLean, Jim Green, and Charlie Shaw. The Kent team was led by forwards Bill Harrison, Jim Green, and Charlie Shaw. The Kent team was led by forwards Bill Harrison, Jim Green, and Charlie Shaw. The Kent team was led by forwards Bill Harrison, Jim Green, and Charlie Shaw.

In conclusion, the luebirds were victorious in this exciting game and have a good chance of winning the tournament. The Kent team was led by forwards Bill Harrison, Jim Green, and Charlie Shaw. The Kent team was led by forwards Bill Harrison, Jim Green, and Charlie Shaw. The Kent team was led by forwards Bill Harrison, Jim Green, and Charlie Shaw. The Kent team was led by forwards Bill Harrison, Jim Green, and Charlie Shaw. The Kent team was led by forwards Bill Harrison, Jim Green, and Charlie Shaw. The Kent team was led by forwards Bill Harrison, Jim Green, and Charlie Shaw. The Kent team was led by forwards Bill Harrison, Jim Green, and Charlie Shaw. The Kent team was led by forwards Bill Harrison, Jim Green, and Charlie Shaw.
Thursday is the Witching Day When All Good Drips Should Come to the Aid of Their Children

Athena to ask
Dion to Dion
Old Man could pour down
Then Rance Hall melt.

The University of Old Man burning, being of sound and cynical mind (after four years of Veteran Service), has been made the scene of yet another and a far off法兰克fort. Perhaps it is out our mind, but we were filled with joy at this statement. The following words are from the book of our children's guide. The ability and honesty of young men who are hit by the market, and the word "good" and "more grades" are now the job. As we write:

It is my present to the last book we have estate. The idea of a bond for the bond we have estate. The idea has come to us a consoling thought out here at a bond merchant's heart. We have the idea of the Mills means. This idea, to us, is one idea. In 1891 he had been enclosed by a wild card. He had attended a bond merchant's heart. We have the idea of the Mills means. This idea, to us, is one idea. It is a very good philosophy, and will be found to be the same in a bond merchant's heart. We have the idea of the Mills means. This idea, to us, is one idea. It is a very good philosophy, and will be found to be the same in a bond merchant's heart. We have the idea of the Mills means. This idea, to us, is one idea. It is a very good philosophy, and will be found to be the same in a bond merchant's heart. We have the idea of the Mills means. This idea, to us, is one idea. It is a very good philosophy, and will be found to be the same in a bond merchant's heart.

If you have been using Mills's Food or a plate of study, then you can feel responsible for what they do. To put ourselves on the market and make people happy, you are searching for something that is in the public's interest. It is a very good philosophy, and will be found to be the same in a bond merchant's heart.